Abstract-A new concept of a mixed strategy is given for m -dimensional lexicographic noncooperative ) ,..., , (
given construction is made by the methodology of nonstandard analysis Therefore, the given mixed strategy is called a nonstandard mixed strategy, and a lexicographic game in such strategies is called a nonstandard mixed extension. An equilibriu m situation in mixed strategies is defined in  game. A nonstandard mixed extension of lexicographic matrix games is studied thoroughly. In such games, necessary and sufficient conditions of the existence of a saddle point are proved. The analy zed examples show that if in a lexicographic matrix game doesn't exist a saddle point in standard mixed strategies then a saddle point maybe doesn't exist in nonstandard mixed strategies. If in a lexicographic matrix game doesn't exist a saddle point in standard mixed strategies then there can be existed a saddle point in nonstandard mixed strategies. Thus, lexicographic games' nonstandard mixed distribution is a generalization of a standard mixed extension. 
Let note a set of equilibriu m situations in  games standard mexed extension by ) (  . In such kind of games the main problem is that in every  game there doesn't exist the equilib riu m situation or mayby this set will be empty -
In the following art icle for  game we take a player's new type of concept of a nonstandard mixed strategy, that is a m -dimensional probability distributions of  game's on In the following lemma some essential properties of vectors lexicographic product is established.
Lemma 1.1
Lexicographic product's  operation defined by (2) has got the following properties: 
As a role of unit we take a vector ) ,..., , , 1 (
, where  is hyperreal infinitesimal nu mber, and in addition the sum of e components' is equal to number In the fourth section the examp les of a lexicographic matrix games are discussed and it is shown that if in a game does not exist a saddle point in standard mixed strategies, then there can't be a saddle point in nonstandard mixed strategies either (example 4.1). If in a lexicographic matrix game does not exist a saddle point in standard mixed strategies, there can be a saddle point in nonstandard mixed strategies (example 4. 
where  is a hyperreal infinitesimal number.
Let note m -dimensional probability distribution ) 
is a situation in pure strategies, and
For examp le let write (3) 
According to the definition of multip licat ion of  operation and its 2) property fo r 
We get the second player's payoff in the same way
,..., ) . 
or (7) 
Proof. According to (7) Hence (9) is proved.
Analogically will be the transformation on nonstandard mixed strategies in other eniqualities. 
Proof. Sufficiency. If we use the both sides of (10) lemma 3.1, we get (3). Analogically, if we put in (8) the second player's strategies by sequence 
